
Are there more planets on the top or the bottom?
Are there more planets on the left or the right?
Which Sign is your Sun in?  
Your Sun sign represents both your ego and the path to your purpose.  It is how you
shine and how you best express your soul.  List 5 things you learned/researched and
relate to about your Sun sign:
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Day 1: If you don’t have your chart already, goto Day 1: If you don’t have your chart already, goto astro.comastro.com and input your data to and input your data to
get a copy of your astrological birth chart. Notice any of the following:get a copy of your astrological birth chart. Notice any of the following:

AQUARIUS SEASON:
5 DAY CHALLENGE: ASTROLOGY
Aquarius/Intro Astrology Challenge:
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@heartbeat2go

Day 2: MOON- Your moon represents how you embody your emotions as well as yourDay 2: MOON- Your moon represents how you embody your emotions as well as your
unconscious.unconscious.    

Which sign is your Moon in? 
List 5 things you learned/researched and relate to about your Moon sign: 

Astrology is a theme under the sign of Aquarius due to its innovative,
alternative, mystical technology. For many, it is a new way of looking at the
world and at ourselves; revealing and reflecting patterns and traits
previously unseen. It can open up a new way of thinking, of looking at
things, and possibly another way of knowing ourselves better.
In this challenge, we delve into our personal natal charts and uncover 5
aspects of ourselves according to the stars…

http://astro.com/


Day 3: RISING SIGN- Your ascendant is your mask you show to others, the wayDay 3: RISING SIGN- Your ascendant is your mask you show to others, the way
you present yourself. Usually this represents your physical appearance as well asyou present yourself. Usually this represents your physical appearance as well as
how others perceive you.how others perceive you.  

AQUARIUS SEASON:
5 DAY CHALLENGE: ASTROLOGY
Aquarius/Intro Astrology Challenge:

@heartbeat2go

Day 4: SOUTH NODE- Your South Node represents areas of your life that you areDay 4: SOUTH NODE- Your South Node represents areas of your life that you are
comfortable in, or maybe still have karma from.comfortable in, or maybe still have karma from.    It could represent mastery, oftenIt could represent mastery, often
from a previous life and/or earlier life.from a previous life and/or earlier life.     

What sign is your ascendent/rising in? 
List 5 things about your ascendant that you relate to as your external persona:
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Which sign is your South Node in? 
List 5 themes you relate to as part of your South Node: 
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Day 5: NORTH NODE- Your North Node represents your goals, work that still needsDay 5: NORTH NODE- Your North Node represents your goals, work that still needs
to be done during your life or new skills that need to be developed. It can beto be done during your life or new skills that need to be developed. It can be
described as your destiny.described as your destiny.

What sign is your North Node in? 
List 5 themes you can relate to about your North Node:
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